The electrical resistance of VO 2 undergoes sharp change across the structural phase transition. Fig. 1s shows the resistance-temperature (R-T) hysteresis curve measured during cooling and heating process at a rate of 1K/min. The inset plot shows the differential of log(R), whose peaks suggest the transition critical temperature, denoted as T C . The large electrical resistance change ratio (~5 × 10 4 ), sharp transition slope and narrow hysteresis window (ΔH=T C1 -T C2 ) indicate good MIT characteristics and hence a good crystal quality of the prepared VO 2 film.
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2 Fig. 1s Resistance-temperature (R-T) hysteresis curve of the prepared VO 2 (110) film. Inset: the differential of log(R).
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S2
The saturable intensity of the VO2 film was fitted according to the modulation depth variation of the pulse waveguide laser. At the room temperature, the modulation depth (ΔT) of the measured pulse laser was calculated by the equation below:
where TR is the cavity round-trip time and τ the pulse duration. The variation of the modulation depth as a function of the average output power was shown in Fig. 2s . For the saturable absorption, the modulation depth stands for the difference between the linear and nonlinear transmission of the VO2 film under the laser irradiation. Hence, the modulation depth (or transmission variation) of the VO2 film can be fitted by equations below:
where ΔT is the modulation depth with the irradiation laser power of I, TL the linear transmission of the VO2 film, α the absorption coefficient, Is the saturable intensity, αs and αNS are saturable and nonsaturable absorption components. The fitted saturable intensity was 89.7 kW/cm 2 .
The transmittances of the VO2 film in the insulator and metallic were calculated by equations below: (the results are displayed in Fig. 4b in the manuscript)
where T is the transmission of the VO 2 film, α L and β the linear and nonlinear absorption coefficients, respectively. α L and β were directly 
